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Abstract: In order to increase channel usage efficiency, unlicensed users within a Cognitive Radio
Network (CRN) are permitted to utilize channels that are not currently occupied by licensed users.
However, ensuring communication between users in a CRN remains a challenge. To overcome
this issue, a variety of channel hopping protocols have been developed. Time-invariant channel
hopping protocols are vulnerable to attacks, so several channel hopping protocols that are resistant to
jamming attacks have been proposed. In the majority of existing anti-jamming protocols, users create
their channel hopping sequence using a channel hopping matrix, with the rendezvous probability
between two users being determined by the structure of their respective channel hopping matrices.
The channel hopping matrices designed by existing methods still have room for improvement.
To overcome the difficulty of guaranteeing communication between any pair of users, while also
providing protection against jamming attacks and minimizing the time to rendezvous (TTR) in a
CRN, this paper presents the Anti-jamming Low-Latency channel hopping (ALL) protocol. This
protocol allows a sender to adjust their channel hopping matrix structure to match that of the receiver,
thereby improving the chances of successful rendezvous between users. Based on the simulation
results, the ALL protocol performs better than the recently proposed practical solution, OLAA, by
up to 33% in network throughput and 30% in TTR. On average, ALL outperforms OLAA by 25% in
network throughput and 20% in TTR.

Keywords: cognitive radio networks; jamming resistant channel hopping; low latency channel hopping;
extended Langford pairing; rendezvous guarantee

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of mobile applications, the traffic load of the unlicensed
spectrum has become excessively congested while the licensed spectrum usage remains
low [1,2]. To enhance the efficiency of the licensed spectrum, a technology named Dynamic
Spectrum Access (DSA), which enables wireless devices to access the licensed spectrum, has
been proposed. The DSA technology has been utilized in Cognitive Radio Networks (CRNs).
In a CRN, a Primary User (PU) has the priority for channel usage, while a Secondary User
(SU) uses a channel that is not occupied by any PU. In a CRN, the rendezvous problem refers
to how to enable two SUs to simultaneously use the same channel. There are two types
of solutions to the rendezvous problem: using a Common Control Channel (CCC) [3–7]
or using a Channel Hopping mechanism [8–21]. For the protocols using CCC, every SU
coordinates the channel for data transmission in a specific CCC. Because using a CCC has
the issue of a single point of failure and difficulty in finding an available CCC for all SUs
due to dynamically changed channel conditions, designing channel hopping protocols is
the mainstream solution to the rendezvous problem. An SU running a channel hopping
protocol generates a channel hopping sequence to determine the order of using channels. A
commonly used criterion for measuring the channel hopping protocols is the time interval
between two consecutive rendezvous between two SUs (Time To Rendezvous, TTR). A low
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TTR indicates a high rendezvous frequency. In addition to having a low TTR, a well-
designed channel hopping protocol should ensure a rendezvous on each of the available
channels between any two SUs. The rules for channel hopping for most existing channel
hopping protocols are predetermined and do not change during network operation. Such
a channel hopping strategy makes the next channel used by an SU predictable and is
vulnerable to malicious jamming attacks. Existing rendezvous problem solutions can be
divided based on the following two criteria:

• If pre-shared secrets are necessary: Sharing secrets (such as channel hopping sequence)
in advance is necessary or not.

• If role pre-assignment is necessary: Assigning a particular role (receiver or sender) to
an SU in advance is necessary or not. Symmetric schemes require role pre-assignment,
while asymmetric schemes do not.

Based on the above two factors, the classification of existing anti-jamming solutions
can be found in Table 1.

Table 1. Existing Anti-jamming Solution Classification.

with Pre-Shared Secrets without Pre-Shared Secrets

Asymmetric - [22–24]

Symmetric [25,26] [19–21,27–30], ours

The protocols using pre-shared secrets are suitable for CRNs with fixed topology.
However, because the connections between SUs are unstable, the solutions requiring secret
sharing in advance are not practical. All of the asymmetric protocols have the problem that
SUs of the same role may not have a rendezvous with each other [22–24]. To avoid the issues
mentioned above, most anti-jamming protocols are symmetric and do not pre-share secrets.

Many anti-jamming solutions use the channel hopping matrix associated with each
SU i to generate its channel hopping sequence [19–21,29,30]. The identifier (ID) of each
SU i corresponds to columns in its channel hopping matrix, with each digit of the ID
corresponding to a specific column. The transmission and reception modes in the cor-
responding column are also determined based on the digit. If the IDs of the two SUs
are similar, the arrangement of the transmission and reception mode in the two hopping
matrixes are also similar. This means that these two nodes stay in the same mode most
of the time, resulting in a reduced number of rendezvous. To produce more rendezvous
among SUs, we propose the Anti-jamming Low-Latency channel hopping scheme (ALL)
to enable a sender to adjust the arrangement of its channel hopping matrix based on its
receivers’ channel hopping matrixes. The simulation results confirm that, in comparison to
the practical solution, OLAA, proposed recently, the suggested method improves network
throughput and TTR by as much as 33% and 30%, respectively. On average, ALL achieves
better performance than OLAA, with a 25% increase in network throughput and a 20%
improvement in TTR.

It should be emphasized that anti-jamming techniques are important and have broad
applications in fields involving wireless communication [31], such as military communica-
tions, satellite communications, and cyber-physical systems. For example, in cyber-physical
power systems, where physical and digital components are integrated to optimize power
generation and distribution, dependable and secure communication is vital [32]. Hence,
anti-jamming approaches could be relevant in this field to ensure communication channel
integrity and availability.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a review of
the current solutions for the rendezvous problem. Section 3 introduces the preliminary
and system models, while Section 4 describes the proposed solution. In Section 5, we
present the simulation results, and in Section 6, we provide the conclusions and discuss
future work.
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2. Related Work

Pre-shared secrets have been utilized by several researchers to propose anti-jamming
channel hopping protocols [25,26]. The circular dependency issue may arise in these protocols,
as the exchange of pre-shared secrets between SUs may be vulnerable to jamming attacks [30].
The majority of anti-jamming channel hopping protocols do not pre-share secrets and pre-
assign roles. To resist jamming attacks, those protocols usually use the available channels
randomly. In the UFH protocol, the sender and the receiver choose the channel being used
randomly, while a communication link can be built when they simultaneously stay at the
identical channel [27]. An SU adjusts the channel hopping sequence based on the strategy of
the attacker in the MDP protocol. When the attack strategy is unknown, SUs utilize maximum
likelihood estimation and Q-learning to infer the attack strategy [28]. Both the UFH and MDP
protocols are able to resist jamming attacks. However, it cannot be ensured that all pairs of
SUs will meet within a specific time period.

A rendezvous between any two SUs within a time period is guaranteed in the Sec-CH
protocol [29]. SUs running Sec-CH can operate in either transceiving-mode random jump
pattern (T mode) or reception-mode stay pattern (R mode). When operating in T mode,
an SU is capable of both transmitting and receiving packets, whereas, in R mode, only
receiving is allowed. The generation of the channel hopping sequence for an SU a relies on
the use of its corresponding channel hopping matrix, denoted as Ma. Ma is constructed
such that each of its columns alternates between T-sub-columns (when SU a is in T-mode)
and R-sub-columns (when SU a is in R-mode). The two distinct types of columns in Ma are
bit-0 column (which begins with a T-sub-column) and bit-1 column (which begins with an
R-sub-column). Each SU is assigned a unique binary ID, and the value of each digit within
the ID of SU a corresponds to a specific column within Ma. Specifically, if the value of the
digit is 0, a bit-0 column is selected, and if the value of the digit is 1, a bit-1 column is chosen.
In a load-balanced environment, Sec-CH has demonstrated high performance. The Tri-CH
protocol, an improved version of the Sec-CH protocol, reduces the Maximum Time To
Rendezvous (MTTR) of Sec-CH [30]. Every SU that operates using Tri-CH constructs its
unique hopping matrix by utilizing its respective ternary ID. Both the J mode and S mode
are utilized to create each sub-column within the hopping matrix. Each digit in the ID
of an SU corresponds to one of three different sub-columns, with possible values of 0, 1,
and 2. Like Sec-CH, Tri-CH may not perform well in a network where the traffic load
is imbalanced.

In networks with unbalanced traffic loads, the LAA protocol has demonstrated good
performance [19]. An SU running LAA constructs its hopping matrix based on the extended
Langford pairing (ELP) [33]. When an ELP sequence has an order of ne, an SU that utilizes
the LAA protocol is given an (ne + 1)-ary ID. The construction of a channel hopping matrix
Ma involves forming each of its columns by combining a transmission part denoted as
the T frame, and a reception part denoted as the R frame. The ratio and arrangement of
these two parts are determined by the traffic load of SU a as well as the specific digit in its
(ne + 1)-ary ID. Both the OLAA_T and OLAA_R protocols are improved versions of the
LAA protocol. Each SU running OLAA_T and OLAA_R adjusts its usage probability for
each channel based on the probability of PU occupancy on that channel, with OLAA_T
focusing on the transmission part and OLAA_R focusing on the reception part. Such a
strategy makes OLAA_T and OLAA_R practical anti-jamming solutions [21]. Specifically,
the ratio of the T frame to the R frame is adjusted based on their own traffic load.

pa,i =
(1−Oa,i)

∑Nc
j=1(1−Oa,j)

(1)

An SU constructs its channel hopping matrix based on its ID. The channel hopping
matrix of an SU is constructed with L + 1 columns, where each column comprises multiple
sub-columns, given an SU ID length of L. In OLAA_T, each column of the channel hopping
matrix Ma is composed of ka sub-columns, and each sub-column contains 2(ne + 1) frames,
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with each frame containing 4Nc slots. The value of ka is equal to the number of available
channels for SU a. Each T frame includes 2Nc default slots and 2Nc adjustment slots. The
2Nc default slots are divided into two groups, each of which has Nc consecutive slots.
A total of Nc channels are assigned to each group. If a channel is unavailable, a randomly
selected available channel is substituted. During each adjustment slot, a channel is chosen
based on its usage probability, which is determined using Equation (1). In each R frame, all
slots are assigned the same channel. In the same sub-column, the R frames are assigned
the same channel. However, the R frames in different sub-columns are assigned different
channels, requiring ka sub-columns to allocate all available channels for SU a.

In OLAA_R, there are ka default sub-columns and ka adjustment sub-columns in each
column of the channel hopping matrix Ma. Each sub-column contains 2(ne + 1) frames,
and each frame has 2Nc slots. In each T frame, 2Nc default slots are divided into two
groups, with each group having Nc consecutive slots. The channel assignment in the T
frames, as well as the R frames in the default sub-column, remain the same as in OLAA_T.
However, for the R frames in the adjustment sub-columns, SU a selects channel i with a
probability obtained using Equation (1).

3. Preliminary and System Model

We proposed a symmetric and without pre-shared secrets solution in this paper. In the
considered CRN, there are Nc channels with the channel set C, C = {1, 2, 3, . . . , Nc}. The SUs
are randomly deployed across the network, and their traffic loads vary. SU a is identified
by an (ne + 1)-ary ID and ka available channels. Let Ca be the available channel set of SU
a. There is at least one commonly available channel between any two SUs. Three kinds of
jammers are randomly deployed in the CRN [17,18,20,25,27]:

• Static jammers: They will consistently jam a fixed channel.
• Arbitrary jammers: They will jam a channel chosen randomly.
• Clever jammers: Each intelligent jammer will have a cognitive radio, and it will jam

the channel most frequently used by a particular SU.

The key variables used in this paper are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Variable listing.

Variable Definition

ne order of an ELP
Nu number of SUs
Nc number of channels
C channel set
ki number of available channels of SU i
Ci available channel set of SU i
IDi SU i’s (ne + 1)-ary ID
IDn

i nth digit of SU i’s (ne + 1)-ary ID
Ri receiver set of SU i
Rn

i nth receivers of SU i
Mi SU i’s hopping matrix
Mn

i nth column of Mi
FRn

i fixed R frame symbol of Mn
i

uFRi unfixed R frame symbol set in each column of Mi
uFRn

i unfixed R frame symbol set of Mn
i

uFRn,x
i xth unfixed R frame symbol of the nth column of Mi

en
i ELP pattern of Mn

i
en,x

i xth symbol in the ELP pattern of Mn
i

CHSi SU i’s channel hopping sequence
NTi number of T frames of SU i
NRi number of R frames of SU i
Lc length of a column in a channel hopping matrix
λm

i ID digit corresponding to Mm
i
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In the considered CRN, time is divided into several equal-sized slots. An SU switches
channels based on its channel hopping sequence. The proposed protocol uses the ELP
sequence to generate the channel hopping sequence of each SU.

• Extended Langford pairing

A Langford pairing (LP) is a permutation of the sequence of 2n symbols, where n is
the order of the Langford pairing [34,35]. In a LP of order n, there are n distinct symbols,
each of which appears twice. The distance between two identical symbols is equal to the
symbol’s value. An example LP of order 3 is (2, 3, 1, 2, 1, 3). Appending two zeros at the
beginning of an LP produces an extended LP (ELP) [33]. The ELP of order 3 built from
the above LP is (0, 0, 2, 3, 1, 2, 1, 3). Let ne be the order of an ELP sequence. The rotated
ELP sequences are considered to be different patterns. The different patterns produced by
rotating the ELP sequence (0, 0, 2, 3, 1, 2, 1, 3) to the right by σ times with ne = 3 is shown
in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Different ELP patterns.

4. Proposed Solution

An SU employing the ALL protocol generates a channel hopping matrix by utilizing
its ID and the chosen ELP pattern. Let Ma represent the channel hopping matrix of user a,
and Mn

a denote the nth column of Ma. The duration required to complete the entire channel
hopping sequence constructed from the respective channel hopping matrix is referred
to as a cycle. Using the ALL protocol, each user divides time into continuous periods,
each consisting of several cycles. The sequence of channel hopping denoted as CHSa is
generated by SU a by selecting the elements of its associated channel hopping matrix Ma
sequentially in a row-wise manner. Each column of Ma consists of multiple frames of T
and R, and each frame is composed of several time slots. During time slots assigned to T
frames, an SU is allowed to transmit or receive packets, while during time slots assigned
to R frames, it can only receive packets. In order to improve the rendezvous probability
between a sender and its intended receiver, an SU running ALL has the capability to adjust
the order of T and R frames in its channel hopping matrix to match that of the receiver.

4.1. The Proposed ALL Protocol

In most existing channel hopping algorithms, the ID of each SU is set to its 48-bit
MAC address. The initial 24 bits of a MAC address denote the manufacturer or vendor
number, whereas the remaining 24 bits signify a distinctive serial number assigned to the
specific network interface controller by the manufacturer. To increase the dissimilarity of
IDs among different SUs, an SU a set the last few bits of the MAC address as its ID (denoted
as IDa). Recall that an SU uses (ne + 1)-ary ID in the ALL protocol. To obtain the appropriate
length for ID in a distributed manner, each SU uses the existing 3B algorithm [36] to find
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the number of nodes Nu in the network and then broadcasts Nu to synchronize with other
SUs. The ID length of SU a can be obtained by Equation (2).

|IDa| = blogne+1Nuc (2)

The channel hopping matrix Ma is composed of |IDa| + 1 columns. The first column is
composed of a repetitive pattern of frames, specifically TTRR, wherein T denotes a T frame,
and R denotes an R frame. Each of the other |IDa| columns consists of ka sub-columns.
The sequence of T and R frames in every column is established using an ELP pattern that is
chosen according to the corresponding digit of IDa. Let en

a = IDn
a , 1 ≤ n ≤ |IDa|+ 1 be the

ELP pattern of the nth column of Ma. Every sub-column is comprised of 2(ne + 1) frames.
A frame in each sub-column sequentially corresponds to a symbol in the ELP pattern.
Through the use of the OLAA_T protocol, SU a establishes the quantity of T and R frames
(represented by NTa and NRa, respectively) in each sub-column according to its traffic load.
In each T frame, 2Nc default slots and 2Nc adjustment slots are arranged alternately. The
channel assignment is also achieved by applying OLAA_T. Specifically, Nc channels will be
randomly and non-repeatedly assigned to the first-half of default slots as well as the second-
half ones (channels that are unavailable are substituted with available channels in a random
manner). The usage probability of each channel is calculated according to Equation (1).
The channel allocation in the adjustment slots is based on the usage probability. Consisting
of 4Nc slots, each R frame within a given sub-column is assigned to the same channel.
Distinct channels are assigned to R frames in separate sub-columns of a single column.

To demonstrate the channel hopping matrix generation and channel allocation for
each frame, consider the example of SU a (IDa = 004) utilizing the ELP sequence (0, 0,
3, 1, 2, 1, 3, 2) to create a channel hopping matrix with C = Ca = 1, 2. It is assumed
that channel 1 has a PU occupancy of 80% and channel 2 has a PU occupancy of 40%.
Additionally, it is assumed that SU a has a balanced amount of incoming and outgoing
traffic. Because IDa = (00)4, e0

a = e1
a = (0, 0, 3, 1, 2, 1, 3, 2) while NTa = NRa since SU a

has balanced traffic, as shown in Figure 2a. The channel assignment of frames 4 and 6 of
sub-column 0 and frame 7 of sub-column 1 in M3

a can be found in Figure 2b. In frame 4 of
sub-column 0, the sequence generated by a random arrangement of elements in C by SU a
are (1, 2) and (2, 1), respectively, and thus the default slots of the first- and second-half of
the frame will be assigned channels (1, 2) and (2, 1), respectively. SU a assigns channels in
C to the R frame of each sub-column randomly and without duplication. In this example,
SU a assigns channel 1 and channel 2 to sub-column 0 and sub-column 1, respectively.
The channel assignment to the adjustment slots of each T frame is determined based on
Equation (1), which means that the probability that SU a assigns channels 1 and 2 to the

adjustment slot is (1−Oa,1)
((1−Oa,1)+(1−Oa,2))

= 25% and (1−Oa,2)
((1−Oa,1)+(1−Oa,2))

= 75%, respectively.
When a sender SU a is in a slot belonging to a T frame and, at the same time, receiver

SU b is in a slot belonging to an R frame, we call SUs a and b TR overlapped. Because each
available channel is being used at least once in a T frame, every 2Nc slots and the channel
utilized by an R frame remains unchanged, two SUs are guaranteed to have a rendezvous
when they are TR overlapped for more than 2Nc slots. To facilitate the rendezvous guar-
antee, each SU a running ALL divides R frames into fixed R frames and unfixed R frames.
An SU first determines the fixed R frame symbol of each column based on its ID, which
also determines the position of the fixed R frame in each sub-column. Specifically, each
SU a determines the fixed R frame symbol of the corresponding column in Ma according
to the value of each digit of IDa. The fixed R frame symbol of the (n + 1)th column in
Ma, denoted as FRn+1

a , is calculated as FRn+1
a = IDn

a . When the ELP symbol in Mn
a is

equal to FRn
a , the frame corresponding to the symbol is set as the fixed R frame. For exam-

ple, suppose that SU a uses the ELP sequence (0, 0, 3, 1, 2, 1, 3, 2) to build Ma, IDa=(00)4,
e1

a = e2
a = (0, 0, 3, 1, 2, 1, 3, 2). Since FR2

a = FR3
a = 0, the position of the fixed R frame in the

second and the third columns of Ma are both at the frames corresponding to symbol 0 in
each sub-column, that is, frames 0 and 1.
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Figure 2. The hopping matrix structure of SU a is presented in two parts: (a) the allocation of T and R
frames and slots, and (b) the channel allocation for frames 4 and 6 of Sub_column 0 and frame 7 of
Sub_column 1 in M3

a .

Each SU a has NRa − 1 unfixed R frame symbols in each sub-column. The set of all
the unfixed R frame symbols in Ma are represented by uFRa. The set of all unfixed R frame
symbols in Mn

a is represented by uFRn
a , while the xth unfixed R frame symbol is represented

by uFRn,x
a . Different SUs may be out of synchronization, that is, the time at which each SU

starts the channel hopping sequence may be different. When a sender allocates its unfixed
R symbols, the time difference with the receiver must be considered. Suppose that sender
SU a connects to network θ time slots prior to its receiver, SU b. In such a scenario, when
SU a switches to the channel located in the αth column of Ma, SU b switches to the βth
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column of Mb, where β = (θ + α) mod (|IDa|+ 1). In each corresponding column of two
SUs, the γth frame of SU a overlaps 2Nc slots with the δth frame of SU b, where

δ =

(γ +
θ

|ID+1|
4Nc

) (mod 2(ne + 1)), if 0 ≤ β (mod 4Nc) ≤ 2Nc

(γ +
θ

|ID+1|
4Nc

+ 1) (mod 2(ne + 1)), otherwise.

SU a determines the unfixed R frame symbol of Ma in a column-by-column manner.
The unfixed R symbols for the second column of Ma are the NRa − 1 (mod (ne + 1))
symbols next to FR2

a. The unfixed R symbols for the third column of Ma are the NRa − 1
(mod (ne + 1)) symbols next to the last unfixed R symbol in the previous column of Ma.
The unfixed R symbols for the other columns of Ma can be obtained by analogy.

The algorithm of the ALL protocol is shown in Algorithm 1. To guarantee rendezvous
with other SUs, a period consists of NRa − 1 channel hopping cycles (line 1). A repetitive
pattern of frames, TTRR, makes up the first column (line 2). Each SU a takes the last
(blogne+1 Nuc+ 1) bits of its MAC address as IDa (line 3). The unfixed R frame symbol
for each column are selected according to the positions of all fixed R frame symbols of
the receivers (line 4–10), while the channels are assigned for all T and R frames (line 11).
The channel hopping sequence is generated by picking elements of the channel hopping
matrix in row-major order (line 12).

Algorithm 1 ALL

Input: ne, Nu, θ
Output: CHSa

1: for k ∈ [1, |NRa − 1|] do
2: Assign frames by the repeated TTRR pattern for the first column of the hopping

matrix;
3: Let the last (blog(ne+1) Nuc+ 1) bits of MAC address be IDa;
4: for m ∈ [1, |IDa|] do
5: for n ∈ [1, |Ra|] do
6: Find Rn

a , α and δ of SUa.
7: end for;
8: Assign the NRa − 1 (mod (ne + 1)) symbols next to symbol w as uFRm

a where
w = FRm

a + k× (NRa − 1) (mod (ne + 1).
9: Set the symbols not being assigned to FRm

a or uFRm
a as T frame symbols.

10: end for;
11: Apply OLAA_T to allocate channels for T and R frames;
12: Each node hops by row order of the channel hopping matrix;
13: end for;

Note that a period for SU a is equal to (NRa − 1)× Lc × (|IDa|+ 1) time slots, where
Lc = ka × 4Nc.

An example is utilized below to illustrate the operation of the ALL protocol. The fol-
lowing assumptions are made in this example: Assume that the sender, SU a, and the
receiver, SU b, are load balanced with C = Ca = Cb = 1, 2. SUs a and b with IDa = (01)4
and IDb = (22)4 use the ELP sequence (0, 0, 3, 1, 2, 1, 3, 2) to build their channel hopping
matrixes while e1

a = (0, 0, 3, 1, 2, 1, 3, 2), e2
a = (2, 0, 0, 3, 1, 2, 1, 3), e1

b = e2
b = (3, 2, 0, 0, 3, 1, 2, 1).

SU a joins the network one slot earlier than the receiver SU b. Since SUs a and b are load
balanced, we have NTa = NRa = NTb = NRb = 2. Note that FR1

b = FR2
b = {2}, which

means that the fixed R frames of the second and third columns of Mb are frames 1 and 6,
as shown in Figure 3a. When θ = 1, the M3

a and M2
b have a rendezvous and thus SU a try

not to assign an unfixed R frame in M3
a in frames 1 and 6 in each sub-column. Assume

that SU a assigns frames 0 and 5 as unfixed R frames, as shown in Figure 3b. Because M2
a

and M1
b have a rendezvous and M1

b is built from the repeated (TTRR) pattern, SU a will
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assign the consecutive NRa − 1(= 1) symbol next to FR2
a(= {0}) as uFR2

a = {1}, as shown
in Figure 3c. The complete Ma is shown in Figure 3d.

Figure 3. This figure illustrates how SU a allocates T and unfixed R frame symbols in the presence of
an asynchronous SU b. The four panels depict the following steps: (a) the allocation of uFRa, (b) the
selection of T frame and unfixed R frame symbol of M3

a based on M2
b , (c) the selection of T frame and

unfixed R frame symbol of M2
a based on M1

b , and (d) the complete Ma.

4.2. Property of the ALL Protocol

SUs using the ALL protocol are guaranteed to have a rendezvous with their intended
receiver, as described in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. The ALL protocol ensures that an SU a and its designated receiver b have a rendezvous
on all mutually available channels during a given period.

Proof. The channel hopping sequence of SU a is produced by the channel hopping ma-
trix Ma, the components in the same column of Ma will appear in the channel hopping
sequence every (|IDa|+ 1) slots. We can prove that the channel hopping sequence of SU
a is guaranteed to have a rendezvous with SU b by proving that there is TR overlapping
between SUs a and b. With the loss of generality, we assume the ith bit of IDa and that of
IDb are different. When SUs a and b are synchronous, SU a uses channels in Mi

a while SU
b uses channels in Mi

b. Because IDi
a 6= IDi

b, the ELP pattern and thus the fixed R frame
symbol selected by SU a must be different from that selected by SU b. It means that, at most
one, fixed R frame of SU a overlaps with that of SU b. For each column other than the first
one in a hopping matrix, SU a will assign each ELP symbol other than its fixed R symbol in
the column as a T frame in a period. This means that SU a can assign a T frame to overlap
with a fixed R frame of SU b. Whenever SUs a and b are TR overlapped, they will have a
rendezvous on each of their available channels since SU b uses different channels for fixed
R frames in different sub-columns.

There are two cases when SUs a and b are asynchronous:

Case 1: θ 6= 0 (mod (ne + 1)). In this case, without loss of generality, assuming that SU

a uses the channels in Mj
a where j 6= 1 when SU b uses channels in M1

b . Because M1
b is
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generated by the repeated frame pattern (TTRR), which is different from the T and R frame
arrangement in Mj

a, SUs a and b are TR overlapped.
Case 2: θ = 0 (mod (ne + 1)). The proof, in this case, is the same as the one when SUs a and
b are synchronous.

We have demonstrated that the theorem is valid, which states that SU a and its
designated receiver b will have a rendezvous on all mutually available channels within a
given period, regardless of whether they are synchronous or asynchronous.

5. Simulation

We have utilized NS-3 (version 3.17) to execute the ALL, OLAA_R, and OLAA_T
protocols and validate their effectiveness. The simulation is conducted in a square envi-
ronment with a length of 1 km for each side. A two-state Markov chain is used to model
the PU activity of each channel. Each PU switches between idle and busy states where
the interval between two consecutive activation points and the interval of idle time are
both exponentially distributed with a mean of two time slots. There are also 8 PUs, 30 SUs,
and 21 malicious attackers in the network. The number of channels being used in the
network equals the number of PUs. The MAC protocol used in the simulation is IEEE
802.11 CSMA/CA. The transmission range of SUs and attackers is set to 250 m. Table 3
presents the essential simulation parameters used in the experiments. Figure 4 depicts
the three different topologies, namely mesh, star, and bottleneck, which are utilized to
simulate diverse traffic loads. For the mesh topology, the SUs are distributed randomly
in the network, and each SU randomly selects one of its neighbors as the receiver. In the
star topology, a central node is located at the center of the network, and all other nodes
are randomly distributed in the network and send their packets to the central node. In the
bottleneck topology, certain nodes are designated as bottleneck nodes with more incoming
traffic than outgoing traffic, such as nodes A and B, shown in Figure 4c. Other nodes
in the network transmit their packets to the bottleneck node they are connected with on
the right. The network was also populated with three types of malicious attackers that
were randomly distributed, with each type accounting for one-third of the total number of
attackers. Each point in the following figures is the average of 100 simulation runs. In the
simulations, a common ELP sequence of order three (0, 0, 3, 1, 2, 1, 3, 2) is used by each SU
to construct the channel hopping matrix for every node that employs the ALL and OLAA_T
protocols. This implies that, for SU a running ALL, the maximum NRa is equal to three.
In the simulations, the length of ID for SUs running OLAA is set to 24 bits. The simulation
time is set to (24 + 1)× ka × 2× (3 + 1)× 4Nc = 800× (ka × Nc) time slots, which is the
time span of a cycle in the OLAA_T protocol and 6.25 cycles in the ALL protocol. As ren-
dezvous is guaranteed in NRa − 1 cycles, such a simulation time is long enough for SUs
running ALL to have a rendezvous with their receivers. The metrics we observed include
the accumulated throughput of all the SUs in the network during the simulation time and
the average time to rendezvousing (ATTR) between all transmission pairs.

Table 3. Simulation Parameters.

Parameter Value

Area size 1000 × 1000 m
Number of PUs 8
PUs Idle ratio 50%
Number of SUs 30
Transmission range of SU/jammers 250 m
Packet size 512 bytes
Simulation runs 100
Simulation times 800× ka × Nc slots
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Figure 4. This figure illustrates the three network topologies employed in the simulations: (a) mesh,
(b) star, and (c) bottleneck.

The performance of the proposed protocol is observed from the following three aspects.
(A) Impact of the number of channels: In this experiment, we change the number of

channels in the network. For each SU running ALL, the size of Ma is changed as varied
ka, and the simulation time is changed accordingly to provide a guaranteed rendezvous.
The 21 malicious attackers are randomly distributed in the network in this experiment.
The simulation results of mesh, bottleneck, and star topologies for synchronous and asyn-
chronous networks are shown in Figures 5–7 and Figures 8–10, respectively. As the number
of channels increases, the chance of SUs having a rendezvous is reduced, and thus, the
ATTR values in all three topologies gradually decrease. The ALL protocol performs better
than OLAA_T and OLAA_R in both synchronous and asynchronous networks because each
SU running ALL can adjust the positions of T frames according to the fixed R frames of its
intended receivers to increase the number of guaranteed rendezvous. Specifically, when
compared to the OLAA_T and OLAA_R protocols, the ALL protocol achieves an average of
25% and 20% improvement in terms of throughput and TTR, respectively.

The simulation results also reveal that the ALL protocol has similar performance in
synchronous and asynchronous networks. When SUs are synchronous, the sender and
its receiver have a rendezvous only in the columns where their corresponding ID digits
are different. That is, two nodes have many rendezvous when their IDs are very different.
When SUs, say sender a and receiver b, are asynchronous but the first column of Ma overlays
with that of Mb, the rendezvous condition is similar to that of a synchronous network.
When the first column of Ma does not overlay with that of Mb, there is a guaranteed
rendezvous between the first column of Ma and a column other than the first one in Mb.
SUs a and b will have many rendezvous when their IDs corresponding to other columns are
very different. Because the node IDs are uniformly distributed in the simulations, similar
numbers of rendezvous can be found for synchronous and asynchronous networks.

The ALL protocol also achieves similar performance in different topologies. Note that
the ALL protocol outperforms the OLAA_T and OLAA_R protocols in all three different
topologies. The central node of the star topology and the bottleneck node in the bottleneck
topology suffer from transmission collisions, and thus, the produced ATTR values are
higher than that of the mesh topology. For example, when 20 channels are used in a
synchronous network, the throughput for the mesh, bottleneck, and star topologies is
64.1, 63.8, and 63.9 MB, respectively. The ATTR in the same environment for the three
topologies is 78.5, 79.1, and 79.0 slots, respectively. When 20 channels are used in an
asynchronous network, the throughput for the mesh, bottleneck, and star topologies is 64.1,
63.7, and 63.9 MB, respectively, while the ATTR for three topologies is 78.5, 79.1, and 79.0
slots, respectively. Since the performance in different topologies is similar and whether SUs
are synchronous has little impact on performance, to avoid redundancy, we present the
results of the mesh topology with synchronized SU nodes in the following simulations.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. This figure displays the impact of the number of channels on the mesh topology’s perfor-
mance in a synchronous network, as measured by two metrics: (a) throughput and (b) ATTR.

(a)

Figure 6. Cont.
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(b)

Figure 6. This figure displays the impact of the number of channels on the bottleneck topology’s
performance in a synchronous network, as measured by two metrics: (a) throughput and (b) ATTR.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. This figure displays the impact of the number of channels on the star topology’s performance
in a synchronous network, as measured by two metrics: (a) throughput and (b) ATTR.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8. This figure displays the impact of the number of channels on the mesh topology’s perfor-
mance in an asynchronous network, as measured by two metrics: (a) throughput and (b) ATTR.

(a)

Figure 9. Cont.
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(b)

Figure 9. This figure displays the impact of the number of channels on the bottleneck topology’s
performance in an asynchronous network, as measured by two metrics: (a) throughput and (b) ATTR.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. This figure displays the impact of the number of channels on the star topology’s perfor-
mance in an asynchronous network, as measured by two metrics: (a) throughput and (b) ATTR.
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(B) Impact of the number of jammers: This experiment involves altering the count of
malicious attackers in an eight-channel network, as illustrated in Figure 11. The simulation
outcomes demonstrate that as the number of attackers increases, the throughput reduces
correspondingly, owing to a greater occurrence of jamming attacks. It is interesting to find
that the throughput decreasing rate slows down when more jammers are continuously
added to the network. We believe it is because when the number of attackers increases,
the attacking ranges of the jammers are overlapped, which reduces the attacking efficiency.
Again, being able to increase the number of rendezvous and preserve the randomness of
channel allocation, the performance achieved by the ALL protocol is better than that of the
OLAA_T and OLAA_R protocols.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11. This figure presents the impact of the number of jammers on the performance of mesh
topology in a synchronized network, as measured by two metrics: (a) throughput and (b) ATTR.

(C) Impact of the number of PUs: Next, we explore how the different protocols are
impacted by varying numbers of PUs. As depicted in Figure 12, the performance of all
three protocols remains consistent across different numbers of PUs, with ALL demonstrat-
ing noticeably superior results compared to OLAA_T and OLAA_R. The average packet
delivery ratios achieved by ALL, OLAA_T, and OLAA_R under different numbers of PUs
are 75%, 64%, and 65%, respectively. It is worth noting that when the number of PUs is set
to four, the maximum packet delivery ratio achievable by an SU running ALL, OLAA_T,
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and OLAA_R is 82%, 72%, and 71%, respectively. This experiment confirms that ALL is
resilient and not adversely affected by an increase in PUs.

Figure 12. This figure presents the impact of the number of PUs on the performance of mesh topology
in a synchronized network, as measured by the packet delivery ratio.

(D) Impact of the mechanisms of shortening ID and allocating unfixed R frames:
The performance of the two mechanisms of the ALL protocol is being observed in this
experiment: shortening the ID of SUs (the resulting protocol is denoted as ALL_S) and
allocating the position of unfixed R frame based on receivers’ hopping matrix structures
(the resulting protocol is denoted as ALL_TR). The simulation results are shown in Figure 13.
We can see that the performance of ALL_S and ALL_TR is lower than that of ALL. In a
synchronous network, the first column of each node’s channel hopping matrix overlap
and thus do not provide a rendezvous guarantee. ALL_S does not perform as well as ALL
because a sender does not adjust its channel hopping matrix based on those of its receivers.
The performance of ALL_TR lags far behind that of ALL and ALL_S since SUs running
ALL_TR have similar IDs when compared to those running ALL and ALL_S. Similar
IDs produce similar column structures in channel hopping matrixes and thus reduce the
probability of providing a rendezvous between SUs.

(a)

Figure 13. Cont.
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(b)

Figure 13. This figure displays the impact of shortening ID and allocating unfixed R frames on the
performance of mesh topology in a synchronous network, as measured by two metrics: (a) throughput
and (b) ATTR.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose the anti-jamming channel hopping protocol ALL, which
provides a rendezvous guarantee in CRNs. The ALL protocol, which enables each SU to
adjust the location of T and R frames in its channel hopping matrix based on the channel
hopping structures of its receivers, is constructed using the existing OLAA_T protocol as a
foundation. We have proven that the ALL protocol can ensure each SU has a rendezvous
with its intended receiver on all commonly available channels. The simulation results
verify that ALL can improve network performance by 25% and 20%, on average, in terms
of throughput and ATTR, respectively, when compared to OLAA_T and OLAA_R.

Shortening the ID of SUs is advantageous for the ALL protocol, but it also results in
multiple nodes having the same or similar shortened IDs. This could cause issues as nodes
with identical shortened IDs may not be able to meet, and thus, a user cannot transmit
data to another user with the same ID. This constraint may pose a challenge in a network
that is not densely populated. To resolve this issue, it may be beneficial to not significantly
reduce the ID length. However, determining the appropriate ID length requires further
exploration. Further, we plan to further investigate the impact of the T frame symbol
assignment strategy in the future. A possible strategy is that a sender, SU i, assigns T frame
symbols such that SU i can have a rendezvous with most of its receivers when they are
TR overlapped.
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